ADMIRAL
Premium rise & recline armchair

> Tilt-in-Space function offers high levels of comfort & support
> Generously filled luxury adjustable cushioning
> Deep supportive & highly resilient seat foam
> Smooth & quiet dual motor operation
> Heavy duty frame with 25 st capacity
> Choice of Lateral or Waterfall back
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Admiral
The premium Admiral rise and recliner chair combines beautiful styling,
quality craftsmanship and great comfort and support due to a combination of
the generous deep-filled cushioning and foam combined with the newly
developed Tilt-in-Space action.
The exceedingly comfortable Tilt-in-Space motion works by maintaining a
consistent angle between the base and back of the chair as the foot rest is
being elevated. This also considerably reduces the occurrence and risk of
pressure sores by evenly spreading the pressure when seated, and the high
leg elevation position can also help improve your circulation.

Lateral back in Chapel Cream

Choose from either of the two highly supportive and comfortable backs; the
Waterfall back with its adjustable cushions or the Lateral back which provides
superior lateral support. The range is also available for express delivery in a
range of luxurious fabrics in both the compact and standard size chairs.
The Admiral’s smooth and quiet dual motor operation combined with the
easy-to-use ‘back-lit’ hand controller assures you can safely stand, recline and
relax in comfort at all times. The ultra-comfortable leg rest offers support
across the whole width of the chair.
Other user friendly features include the large storage pockets positioned on
either side of the chair and also the ability to quickly swap the hand controller
from right-hand to left-hand use. Optional extras for the Admiral includes arm
and head covers.

Waterfall back in Theatre Red

Specifications
Model

Standard Dual

Compact Dual

Back

Waterfall / Lateral

Waterfall / Lateral

Size

Standard

Compact

Motor

Dual

Dual

User Weight

25 st. (160 kg)

25 st. (160 kg)

Seat Height

19 in. (480 mm)

18 in. (460 mm)

Seat Width

20 in. (510 mm)

18 in. (460 mm)

Seat Depth

20 in. (510 mm)

18 in. (460 mm)

Overall Height

44 in. (1120 mm)

42 in. (1070 mm)

Overall Width

34 in. (860 mm)

31 in. (790 mm)

Overall Depth

39 in. (990 mm)

37 in. (940 mm)

Back Height

27 in. (690 mm)

26 in. (660 mm)
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